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Complete this form if you disposed of eligible shares of a corporation in 
2022 as part of the transfer of your family business and you want to 
designate, for 2022, a portion of the gain realized on the disposition as a 
deemed capital gain. The gain would otherwise be treated as a 
deemed dividend.1

The amount you can designate as a deemed capital gain cannot exceed 
twice the amount of the deduction for capital gains that you can claim for 
the year in which you disposed of the shares, provided they were the only 
qualified property disposed of in the year.

To determine the maximum deduction for capital gains on qualified property 
to which you are entitled with respect to the disposition of these shares, 
based on the ceiling for the type of qualified property the shares represent 
and the date of disposition, you must consider them as qualified farm 
or fishing property (for shares in a family farm or fishing corporation) 
or as qualified small business corporation shares (in all other cases).

1 Information about you
Last name and first name Social insurance number (SIN)

2 Taxable capital gain realized on the disposition of eligible shares as part 
of the transfer of a family business 

Increase in the purchaser corporation’s paid-up capital resulting from the issue of new shares as consideration for the subject shares2 1

Fair market value, immediately after the disposition, of all consideration, other than the new shares, received from the purchaser 
corporation as consideration for the subject shares + 2

Add lines 1 and 2. = 4

Paid-up capital, immediately before the disposition, of the subject shares 5

Adjusted cost base, immediately before the disposition, of the subject shares3 6

Enter the amount from line 5 or line 6, whichever is greater. 8

Total of the amounts the purchaser corporation deducted in the calculation of the paid-up capital of 
a class of its capital stock due to the acquisition of the subject shares4 + 10

Add lines 8 and 10. = – 12

Subtract line 12 from line 4. = 14

Amount that would have been determined5 and reported in your federal income tax return as a deemed dividend respecting 
the subject shares 16

Enter the amount from line 14 or line 16, whichever is less. Deemed dividend limit 18

× 50%
Multiply line 18 by 50%. Taxable capital gain realized on the disposition of eligible shares 

as part of the transfer of a family business = 22

Designating a Deemed Capital Gain Further 
to the Transfer of a Family Business

The conditions for considering the transfer of shares as an eligible business 
transfer must be met. In addition, you must have been resident in Canada 
throughout 2022 or:
• if you ceased to reside in Canada in 2022, you were resident in Canada

throughout 2021; or
• if you began residing in Canada in 2022, you must be resident in

Canada throughout 2023.

Enclose this form with your 2022 income tax return.

For more information, consult Capital Gains and Losses (IN-120-V), which 
is available on our website at revenuquebec.ca. 

Note 
 Unless otherwise indicated: 
• enter a minus sign (–) before any negative amount; and
• consider gains realized on eligible shares as capital gains rather than

deemed dividends.
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3 Limits respecting the deduction for capital gains on qualified property
3.1 Gains limit for 2022
Before completing this section, complete Schedule G of your 2022 income tax return, without taking into account the amount on line 22 of this form.

Unless otherwise indicated, the line numbers in parentheses in the following section refer to the income tax return or Schedule G.

Net taxable capital gains realized on qualified property, excluding the gain reported on line 31 
(Subtract line 94 of Schedule G from line 84 of that schedule.)  × 1/2 30

Taxable capital gain realized on the disposition of eligible shares as part of the transfer of a family business  
(amount from line 22 of this form) + 31

Add lines 30 and 31. = 33

Net taxable capital gains (or net capital loss) on all property, excluding the eligible shares covered by line 31 (Subtract from line 98 
of Schedule G the amount of taxable capital gains allocated by a trust that do not give entitlement to the deduction.6) 35

Amount from line 31 + 36

Add lines 35 and 36. If the result is negative, enter 0. = 38

Enter the amount from line 33 or line 38, whichever is less.  
If the amount is 0, you cannot designate an amount as a deemed capital gain.

Net taxable capital gains giving entitlement to the deduction 40

Net capital losses from other years (amount from line 290), if applicable.  
Otherwise, go to line 44 and enter 0. 41

Taxable capital gains that do not give entitlement to the deduction: 
Subtract line 33 of this form from line 98 of Schedule G. If the result is negative, enter 0. – 42

Subtract line 42 from line 41. If the result is negative, enter 0. = 44

Business investment loss (amount from line 234) + 45

Add lines 44 and 45. =
– 47

Subtract line 47 from line 40.  
If the result is equal to or less than 0, you cannot designate an amount as a deemed capital gain. Gains limit for 2022 = 50

3.2 Cumulative gains limit 
Complete the work chart on page 3 before completing this section.

Net taxable capital gains giving entitlement to the deduction for years before 2002 (total of the amounts in column B of the work chart) 60

Net taxable capital gains giving entitlement to the deduction for 2002 to 2022 (total of the amounts on line 9 of the TP-726.7-V 
forms completed for 2002 to 2021 and the amount on line 40 of this form) + 61

Add lines 60 and 61. Cumulative taxable capital gains giving entitlement to the deduction = 64

Capital losses (amount on line 33 of your 1985 income tax return) [maximum: $1,000] 65

Business investment losses deducted for previous taxation years + 66

Net capital losses from other years carried to previous taxation years to reduce the net taxable capital 
gains giving entitlement to the deduction (total of the amounts in column E of the work chart) + 67

Cumulative net investment loss as at December 31, 2022  
(amount from line 35 of the TP-726.6-V form filed for 2022) + 68

Amount from line 47 + 69

Deductions for taxable capital gains claimed for previous taxation years (total of the amounts in 
column F of the work chart) + 70

Add lines 65 through 70. =
– 73

Subtract line 73 from line 64.  
If the result is equal to or less than 0, you cannot designate an amount as a deemed capital gain. Cumulative gains limit = 75
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3.3 Unused portion of the deduction
Cumulative maximum of the capital gains deduction on qualified property consisting solely of eligible shares disposed of as part of the 
transfer of a family business:
• In the case of shares in a family farm or fishing corporation (for which you must check box 51 in Schedule G), enter $500,000.
• In all other cases (for which you must check box 53 in Schedule G), enter $456,815. 80

Deductions for taxable capital gains claimed (line numbers shown below in parentheses are from column F of the work chart)
• for 1985 to 1987 (amount from line 1) 81

•  for 1988 and 1989 (amount from line 2, minus the total of the amounts respecting incorporeal
capital property entered on line 845 of Schedule G for 1988, and on lines 845 and 846 of
Schedule G for 1989). If the result is negative, enter 0.  × 3/4 + 82

• for 1990 to 1999 (total of lines 3 and 4)  × 2/3 + 83

• for 2000 (amount from line 5)  ÷  7  × 1/2 + 84

• for 2001 to 2021 (total of lines 6 and 7) + 85

Total of the amounts respecting incorporeal capital property reported in Schedule G 
for 1988 and 1989 (maximum: amount on line 2)  × 2/3 + 86

Add lines 81 through 86. = – 88

Subtract line 88 from line 80. Unused portion of the deduction = 90

3.4 Deemed capital gain that can be designated 

Enter the amount from line 22, line 50, line 75 or line 90, whichever is less. 100

× 2
Multiply line 100 by 2. Deemed capital gain that can be designated = 101

4 Deemed capital gain 
You can designate an amount not exceeding the amount on line 101 as a deemed capital gain before reserves. Note that the amounts entered in 
this part must be included in Schedule G of your 2022 income tax return.

Deemed capital gain before reserves (maximum: amount on line 101). Include this amount on line 54 of Schedule G. 105

Reserves.8 Include this amount on line 63 of Schedule G. – 106

Subtract line 106 from line 105. Enter the result on line 55.1 of Schedule G.  Deemed capital gain = 110

5 Deemed dividend
Deemed dividend limit (amount from line 18) 120

Deemed capital gain before reserves (amount from line 105) – 121

Subtract line 121 from line 120. Include the result on line 166 or line 167 of your 2022 income tax return.  Deemed dividend = 125

Work chart
Unless otherwise indicated, the amounts to be entered below must come from the income tax returns you filed for the previous years concerned or from 
Schedule G of those returns (Schedule N of the 2000 return).

Previous years

A
Taxable 

capital gains9 

B
Net taxable capital 
gains realized on 

qualified property10 

C
Net capital losses 
from other years 

carried to previous 
years11 

D
Taxable capital 

gains that do not 
give entitlement to 

the deduction12 
(col. A – col. B)

E
Column C minus 

column D

F
Deductions for taxable 
capital gains claimed  
for previous years13 

1985 to 1987 1

1988 and 1989 2

1990 and 1991 3

1992 to 1999 4

2000 5

2001 6

2002 to 2021 7

Total
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Notes 
1. This type of designation is made by virtue of sections 517.5.3 to 517.5.11 of

the Taxation Act. 

2. This increase is determined without applying the rules concerning the non-arm’s 
length sale of shares, which are set out in section 84.1 of the federal
Income Tax Act.

3. Subject to sections 517.4 to 517.4.2 of the Taxation Act and depending on
whether the shares disposed of were acquired before January 1, 1972, or after 
December 31, 1971.

4. By virtue of paragraph 84.1(1)(a) of the federal Income Tax Act.

5. By virtue of paragraph 84.1(1)(b) of the federal Income Tax Act if that paragraph 
were read without reference to paragraph 84.1(2)(e).

6. Subtract the amount corresponding to 50% of the amount by which the
amount in box A of your RL-16 slip exceeds the amount in box H of that slip. 
(This excess amount is included on line 22 of Schedule G.)

7. Enter your inclusion rate for 2000 (line 161 of Schedule G).

8. You can enter an amount as a reserve only if a portion of the proceeds of the
disposition of eligible shares is payable after the end of the taxation year.
Otherwise, enter 0. For more information on how to calculate a reserve, see
guide IN-120-V.

9. Enter the amount of taxable capital gains reported, taking into account only
the amount giving entitlement to the deduction in the case of a taxable capital 
gain allocated by a trust. For each year from 1994 to 2001, take into account
only the positive amount obtained by adding the net taxable capital gains (or
net capital loss) and the farm or fishing income derived from the disposition
of incorporeal capital property, that is, for example:
• the total of lines 883 and 890 of Schedule G for each of the years 1995,

1996 and 1997;
• the amount on line 8 of form TP-726.7-V completed for 1998 and each

subsequent year, or the amount that would have been entered on line 8
had the form been completed for the year(s) concerned.

 For 2002 and each subsequent year, enter the amount of net taxable capital 
gains, that is, the amount from line 98 of Schedule G, if it is positive.

10. For each year before 1998, enter the lesser of the following amounts:
• the amount from column A;
• the amount of net taxable capital gains realized on qualified property (and

on other property giving entitlement to the deduction, for years before 1994). 
For 1994 and subsequent years, this amount corresponds to the amount by 
which the total of the net taxable capital gains realized on qualified property 
and the farm or fishing income derived from the disposition of incorporeal
capital property exceeds the portion of the reduction of taxable capital
gains for flow-through entities that is attributable to qualified property. For
example, that is the amount by which the total of lines 875 and 883 of
Schedule G exceeds all or a portion of the amount on line 889 of that
schedule for each of the years 1995, 1996 and 1997.

For each year from 1998 to 2001, enter the amount from line 9 of 
form TP-726.7-V or the amount that would have been entered on line 9 had 
the form been completed for the year(s) concerned.

 For 2002 and each subsequent year, enter the amount of net taxable capital 
gains realized on qualified property, that is, the amount from line 1 of 
form TP-726.7-V completed for those years.

11. This amount is the amount from line 290 of the return.

12. For each of the years concerned, enter 0 if the result is negative.

13. Do not enter the deductions claimed after 1991 for capital gains realized on
resource property (form TP-726.20.2-V).
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